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We are Comerge, a young team of highly-qualified software developers and
interaction designers. Our goal is to jointly realize great software solutions with a
distinct focus on the needs of the customer. To reach this goal, we rely on an agile
software process and a strong team that helps shaping Comerge.
To support our team in Zurich, we are looking to hire immediately or by arrangement a
motivated and flexible

Interaction Designer
(m/w) 100%
with a degree in Interaction Design, a related field, or Web/Mobile development. You are
passionate about creative work that is both functional and visually appealing. Your main tool
of the trade is Figma (or Sketch) and you can find your way through the Adobe suite. HTML,
CSS, and Javascript aren’t foreign concepts to you. Familiarity with Unity and Git is an
added bonus. You create modern designs, are technologically flexible, and like working in a
solution-oriented environment based on an agile development process. You have good
communication skills, are a team player and enjoy your work.
As an interaction designer at Comerge, you join our design team to support and advise our
software developers in interesting projects in the area of mobility, logistics, and medtech.
You are part of the whole design process, including gathering requirements and creating
low- and high-fidelity mockups. You are not afraid to challenge existing design solutions and
you can explain your choices clearly. You take over quality control of the developed software
solutions with respect to usability and accessibility and ensure continuing education of our
team in these domains.
At Comerge, we strive to reach a balance between independent work and collaboration
within the team, resulting in a pleasant and productive working environment. Respect, selfresponsibility, and collegiality are at the center of our company ethics.
Are you looking for a new and interesting challenge in a modern working environment with a
motivated and dynamic team near Zurich Sihlcity? Send us your detailed application
including a link to your online portfolio/blog today by email or post.
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